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oedema, such as follows the application of mustard oil to the con-
junctiva, or the subcutaneous njection of paraphenylendiamine, was
demonstrated by L. T. Poulsson (Arch. exp. Pathol. Pliarmakol.,
1927, 120, 120). The after-pain can be dealt with only by the usual
analgesics such as aspirin, pethidine, or morphine.

Miners' Nystagmus
Q.-It is widely accepted that the illumninationi provided at the coal-

face in coal mnines with the hand-lamps at present in utse is not
sufficient to maintain fpveal vision throughout the " shift "; and
that this is the chief aetiological factor in the production of miners'
niystagmus. In an annotation in the " B.M.J. " of March 4, 1944,
it is stated that " foveal vision could be called into play in low
intensities of illumination only if the light used were red in colour."
If the coal face reflected, and pit dust absorbed red light equally
with white light, am I right in assuming that advantage otight result
from altering the present candle-power hand lamps froni white to
red light?
A.-It is possible that red light might be advantageous in the pit,

though the coal face is not by any means identical with 'a luminous
body of low intensity. What is more problematic is the role of
foveal vision in mining, which is hardly " fine work" in the
ophthalmic sense. Investigations during the past 20 years have
tended to emphasize the psychological nature of miners' nystagmus,
and little importance is now attached to low illumination as an
aetiological factor.

INCOME TAX
Expenses

E. V. asks what .claims for pro£6ssional expenses are recognized
by the income tax authorities.

*** It is not possible to give a complete list here. In general the
expenses that can be set against the gross receipts of a practice are
those which can reasonably be said to be incurred in the carrying
on of the practice and not for the benefit of the practitioner-e.g.,
cost of instruments and drugs. The practical difficulty is that a
large proportion of expenses serve both purposes and have to be
divided-e.g., rent and rates, cost of servants, telephone, car, etc.
There is no clear guide to such a division; reason and common
sense applied to the actual facts usually indicate the line fairly well.
Expenses to be deducted by an assistant from salary are restricted
by the requirement that they shall be necessarily incurred in the
course of the employment, this renders ineligible professional sub-
scriptions (unless membership of the Association is a condition of
the employment) and the cost of travel between home and the place
of work.

Annuity Payable by Insurance Company
A. P. wishes to know his position in respect of an annuity starting

with a guaranteed period of 8j years whether he lives or dies.
*** If there is a single contract providing for a fixed payment for

8j years followed by an annuity terminating at death, the position
is, in our opinion, at least doubtful. But a contract for a fixed
period would apparently carry income-tax liability only as regards
the element of interest in the payments made. Possibly what is
contemplated is two separate contracts-one for a fixed term and
another for life coming into operation as at the end of that period.
A difficult question of law is involved, and the insurance company
might be asked if they can guarantee their opinion.

Wife takes over Husband's Practice
M. M. has been in panel practice for many years, and following

on the death of her husband has taken over his practice and added
it to her own. Is this to be regarded as a new practice so far as
M. M. is concerned?

** Yes. M. M.'s liability will be based on (a) the profits of her
old practice for the previous year plus (b) the profits of the hus-
band's practice on the current year's basis, until she has held it long
enough for the previous year's basis to operate for both.

Appointments: Travelling Expenses
"EPSILON " is employed by the E.M.S. as a full-time physician,

but holds two honorary appointments in addition. He has to travel
to the hospitals concerned, but has been refused a deduction for the
cost of maintaining a car for the travelling.

*** This is legally correct. Where several appointments are held,
the emoluments being assessed under Schedule E, the expense of
travellibg. to the, place where the duties are performed has -been
heid by the courts not to be -" incurred wholly, exclusively, and
necessarily in the performance of the duties of the office.'

LETTERS, NOTES, ETC.
Strychnine and Field of Vision

Mr. H. M. TRAQUAIR, F.R.C.S.Ed. (Edinburgh), writes: On page 207
of the Journal of Feb. 5 it is stated that strychnine " causes a measur-
able increase in the field of vision." This statement appears in text-
books of pharmacology, but is based not on recent research but on
observations dating from the work of von Hippel in 1873, followed
by others.. The evidence is contradictory and inconsistent, and one
writer at least was entirely sceptical; certainly some of it is com-
pletely incredible. Is not this an example of the repetition of state-
ments without proper scrutiny or criticism? It is difficult to believe
that any drug can " increase " the field of vision in whatever sense
the word " increase " may be used.

High Birth Weights
Dr. FRANK CROSBIE (Ealing) writes: The expert who dealt with

this question (April 8, p. 510) might be interested to know that on
Dec. 10, 1927, my wife gave birth to male twins. G. weighed
7 lb. 6 oz., A. weighed 8 lb. 4 oz., a combined weight of 5 oz. more
than the case to which he refers. Both are now Dartmouth cadets,
G. weighing 11 st. 2 lb., height 5 ft. 9+ in., A. 9 st. 101 lb., 5 ft. 82 in.

Excessive Sweating
Dr. A. J. AMBROSE (Paignton, Devon) writes: Your answers in

the " Any Questions? " section (March 18, p. 412) on excessive local
sweating will not satisfy many dermatologists nor the R.A.F. officer
who is the victim of this distressing complaint. Like the French-
man who, when asked on a cross-channel steamer if he had lunched
-I would say, "Au contraire " to your advice to avoid x rays.
Roxburgh in Common Skin Diseases says that no local treatment
can cure, and that the usual practice is to give 3/4 pastille dose
once a month until the condition is nearly cured, stopping short of
cure so as to avoid the danger of producing too dry a skin. 1
agree with you that this great danger must be avoided, and it will
te avoided if the work is carried out by an expert radiologist,
especially if he is a dermatologist as well. If, however, the R.A.F.
officer is nervous of trying 3/4 pastille dose, then he might get a
good result with 1/4 pastille dose at weekly interva's. In addition
to the excellent suggestion of bathing with hot water, R.A.F. might
like to try acid. salicyl. gr. 10, pulv. aium. 1/2 oz., pulv. amyl,
1/2 oz.; or acid. salicyl. 3%, acid. boric, 10%, French chalk ad
100%; or alum gr. 48, liq. formaldehyd. uq 24, lanette wax gr. 331,
ung. acid boric gr. 142+, ung. zinc. ox. gr. 234. Light open-wove
underclothing-and he should be advised not to take drugs such as
atropine, or belladonna internally, as these are useless.

Conditions in Detention Barracks
Dr. F. ALLEN writes from Poona: I have often wondered why

prison and detention barracks, etc., in the British Isles do not follow
the Indian example of having medical superintendents or governors
or wardens or whatever name sounds best. I have been a jail
superintendent and also jail M.O. for a combined period of nearly
10 years with breaks. The medical superintendent can so easily spot
the men who are ill and is in a better position to deal with the
malingerers. I endeavoured always to admit a man or woman to
hospital before he or she fell ill. I could vary the jail or individual
diets to suit the case. I was working on my health statistics, but
recall to military duty spoilt the sequence. I am all for a medical
superintendent in the interests of humanity and of the prisoners, and
I believe it is also to the benefit of the State.

Breathing Exercises
D1 . L. SHELDON (Harlesden, N.W.10) writes: Some years ago,

while acting as first assistant to Mr. Radcliffe (late surgeon E.N.T.
Dept., Queen's Hospital for Children, Hackney) I noted that numer-
ous children who had had their tonsils and adenoids removed still
breathed badly-they were, in fact, still bad mouth-breathers. I
suggested that these youngsters be taught to breathe correctly and
that a skilled teacher be appointed with this object in view.
Mr. Radcliffe agreed. I note now that most hospitals have skilled
teachers who are doing excellent work in this field. Many mothers
have, however, complained to me of the time wasted in travelling
to hospital, so I venture to suggest that this work be undertaken at
schools. The " war effort " would thus be helped (mothers have to
hnve time off from work) and no schooling would be.lost to the
children.

Detecting Trichomonas vaginalis
Dr. R. E. REWELL (Coulsdon, Surrey) writes: Under the heading of

" Any Questions? " on April 8 I see you state that the Trichomonas
vtaginalis " can be detected by examination of a fresh specimen with
a dark-ground microscope." This phrase seems to me to be unfor-
tunate, as those inexperienced in the examination of discharges for

Correction
The reply to " J. F." published on Feb. 19 as the first item on

page 278 contained a clerical error: the figure at the end should be
£30, not £50.
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